
Item no.: 375035

VIGI C250(4MM) - Dome camera, 5MP, 4mm, Full-Color

from 82,78 EUR
Item no.: 375035

shipping weight: 0.50 kg
Manufacturer: TP-LINK

Product Description
VIGI IP dome camera C250(4mm) comes with 5MP (2880 X 1620) resolution with 4mm lens and 1/2,7' sensor with sensitivity 0,005 Lux. Camera obtain 24-hour color details thanks
to IR and white led with range 30m.Key features- 5MP Super-High Definition: The camera comes with 5MP–more than enough pixels to pick up some of the more discrete details.-
24h Full-Color: Obtain 24-hour color details, even in pitch-black conditions, with its large-aperture lens, high-sensitivity sensor, and attached supplemental lights.- Human & Vehicle
Classification: Distinguishes humans and vehicles from other objects, so you receive more accurate event notifications.- Smart Detection: Actively detects abnormal events like area
intrusion and line-crossing, sending notifications to you instantly.- People & Vehicle Analytics: Quickly find people and vehicles of interest using a series of attributes, allowing you to
improve search efficiency- Built-In Microphone: Features a built-in microphone to record anything going on within a 15-ft radius of the camera.- IK10 Vandal-Proof & IP67
Waterproof: With vandal-resistant, rugged housing and waterproof design, this VIGI dome camera is built tough to withstand vandalism and harsh environments with rain and dust
for constant security anywhere and anytime.- H.265+: Without using any extra bandwidth, your cameras transmit compressed crystal-clear video to save disk space, ease network
loads, and reduce monitoring costs without sacrificing image quality.- Smart Video Enhancement: VIGI's professional technologies process videos to greatly improve their quality
that is vital to your monitoring, including Smart IR, True WDR, 3D DNR, and Night Vision.- PoE/12V DC: Two types of power supply not only give you more convenience but also
make your wiring remarkably easy.- Flexible Management and Storage: Take full control over your security via four management methods: the web UI, NVR UI, VIGI app, and VIGI
Security Manager. Local storage is available for each method, as well as onboard storage with SD card slot (up to 256 GB).Camera- WDR:Digital- Lens type:Fixed- Lens [mm]:4
(fixed)- Illumination:IR, White light- Illumination range [m]:30- Viewing Angle [°]:90- Day/night mode:IR Color- Minimum illumination [Lux]:0,005- Image sensor ["]:1/2.7Image-
Resolution:5MP- Max. resolution [pixels]:2880 x 1620Connectors and Interfaces- Slot for Memory Card:microSD - up to 256GB- Audio:Microphone- LAN speed:(1)
10/100MbpsPower- Power over Ethernet:802.3af- Power type:DC connector, PoE- Max. power consumption [W]:7- Power via connector/terminal:12V DCPhysical characteristics-
Protection class:IP67- Purpose:Outdoor- Antivandal (Impact protection):IK10- Operating temperature [°C]:-30 up to 60- Width [mm]:115- Height [mm]:86- Depth [mm]:115-
Color:White
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